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Recently Benson proposed a definition for extending Geoffrion’s concept of 
proper efficiency to the vector maximization problem in which the domination cone 
K is any nontrivial, closed convex cone. We give an equivalent definition of his 
notion of proper efftciency. Our definition. by means of perturbation of the cone K, 
seems to offer another justification of Benson’s choice above Borwein’s extension of 
Geoffrion’s concept. Our result enables one to prove some other theorems 
concerning properly eficient and eflkient points. Among these is a connectedness 
result. 
Let Y c R” be a nonempty set containing the origin. Let K be a closed 
convex cone in R” such that K # (0 / and K # R”. Then y = 0 is said to be 
eflcient iff Y n K = (0 1. The point y = 0 is properly eflcient in the sense of 
Geuflion [ 11 iff 
(1) J’= 0 is efficient with respect o K = R”, . 
(2) There exists a scalar M > 0 such that for each iE { 1,2,..., n) and 
each 4’ = (y,):, , E Y satisfying Jfi > 0, there exists at least onej E ( 1, 2,..., n) 
with Jvi ,< -Myj. 
In order to define Borwein’s and Benson’s extension to the case where K is 
any nontrivial closed convex cone we shall state, for the sake of 
completeness, the definitions of tangent cone and projecting cone. 
Let C c R” and o E C. The tangent cone to C at w, denoted by T(C, w), 
is the set of all limits of the form 
h = lim A,(o’ - w), where (Ai} c R,, and (mi)zC with wi.+w. 
The projecting cone of C, denoted P(C), is the set of all points of the form 
h=Lo, where 1 E R + and 6 E C. 
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Now we can state the promised extensions of proper efficiency. The point 
JJ = 0 is properly efJicient in the sense of Borwein [ 2 1 iff 
(1) J = 0 is efficient. 
(2) T(Y-K,O)nK= (01. 
The point y = 0 is properly efficient in the sense of Benson (3 ] iff 
(1) J = 0 is efficient. 
(2) dP(Y-K)nK= lo). 
As Benson proved in 131, when K = R: then his notion of proper efficiency 
is equivalent to proper efficiency in the sense of Geoffrion. Further he 
showed that this is not the case for Borwein’s notion of proper efficiency. 
In the sequel we will prove that y = 0 is properly efficient in the sense of 
Benson if and only if y = 0 is efficient with respect to a small disturbance of 
the cone K, by which we give another justification of Benson’s choice. 
Further we will prove by means of our characterization of properly efficient 
points in the sense of Benson some other results, including a connectedness 
result concerning these properly efficient points. 
APPROXIMATING CONES 
Let (K,, 0 < E < F) be a collection of closed convex cones in R”. 
DEFINITION. The family (K, } is said to be K-approximating iff 
(1) K\(OJ c_ int K,, V& E (0, El. 
(2) K,cK,, whenever E < E’. 
(3) Let {k, 1 be a sequence of points with E 1 0, k, E K, I and 1 k, / = 1: 
then any convergent subsequence of such a sequence (k, } has its limit in K. 
For brevity this will be written as lim { k, . E 1 0. k, E K, . ) k+ /= 1 } E K. 
First of all we will answer the question when K has a family (K,) of 
approximating cones. 
THEOREM 1. The cone K has a family of approximating cones (I?,} f 
and on& if K n (-K) = {O}. 
Proof. Suppose that K n (-K) # (0 1 and (K,} is K-approximating; then 
0 E int K,, hence K, = R” and we arrive at a contradiction with the third 
aspect of the definition above. 
Now suppose that K f7 (-K) = (01. We will construct a family (K,} of K- 
approximating cones as follows. 
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Defining K* = (k* E R” (k*k> 0, VkE K) it is well-known that 
K n (-K) = (0) implies that K* -K* = R”. hence that int K* # 0. Take 
k* E int K*. then k*k > 0, tik E K\(O}, for suppose that k*k = 0. then 
(k* + u*)k > 0, for all U* E U* a neighborhood of the origin in R”, hence 
u*k 2 0. VU* E u*. and therefore k = 0. Now take an arbitrary 6 > 0 and 
define 
K(6) = (k E K 1 k*k = 6}. 
Further define U(E) = {x E R” / /xl,< E} and 
R, = u A(K(6) + U(E)). 
.I$0 
Almost immediately it follows that 
(a) I?, is a convex cone with nonempty interior. 
(b) K\(O) E int I?,. 
In order to complete the proof we will show that K(6) is compact. As the 
closedness of K(6) is obvious there remains the proof of its boundedness. 
Suppose, to the contrary, that there is a sequence (k’ ) ) k’l+ $00 ) s: K(6); 
then 
k’ 6 
k*m=mk’lO, 
but 
k’ 
Ik’( 
+EEK with kf 0, 
and we arrive at a contradiction. 
Now we will prove that 
(c) Z?C is closed for F small enough. 
Take a sequence of points {k’} E Z?,; then 
k’ = Ai( + Us), Ai > 0, k(6)’ E K(6), Us E U(E). 
Suppose k’+ i; and, without loss of generality, k(6)‘-+ k(6) E K(d), and 
Us + U(E) E U(E). For E small enough we have that 
k*(K@) + q(E)) > 0, VR(d) E K(6), Vu’&) E U(E). 
But Li + +co implies that k(6) + U(E) = 0, a contradiction for E small 
enough. Hence we may assume that Ai-+ I>, 0 and therefore 
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I? = X(k(6) + U(E)), by which we proved that K, is closed for E small enough. 
It remains to be proved that 
(d) lim(k,,&1O.k,ER,,ik,l= l}EK. 
Let k, = A,(k(@, + uE) with k(6), E K(6) and U, E U(c), and 1, > 0. Further 
let lim k, = E and lim k(6), = k(6). Now suppose that A,- +co; hence 
k(6) = 0, a contradiction. Hence we may suppose that 1, + 1 > 0 and 
therefore I? = Xk(6) E K, and the proof is complete. 
AN ALTERNATIVE CHARACTERIZATION OF PROPERLY EFFICIENT POINTS 
IN THE SENSE OF BENSON 
THEOREM 2. Let 0 E Yc R”. Yf (O}, and let K 5 R” be a closed 
convex cone such that K # (0 1 and K # R”. Then in order for 0 to be 
properly efficient in the sense of Benson it is necessary that K admit for a 
family {K, } of K-approximating cones. 
Further, when { K,t is a family of K-approximating cones, we have that 
0 E Y is properly eficient if and only if there is a cone K, such that 0 is 
eflcient with respect to K,. 
ProoJ Suppose that K does not admit for a family of K-approximating 
cones; then, by Theorem 1, K ~7 (-K) # {O}. hence, as 0 E Y, 
P(Y-K)nK# (O}. 
Let (K, } be a family of K-approximating cones. Suppose that 0 is efficient 
with respect to K,, in other workds, K, n Y = (0). Suppose to the contrary 
that there is a & E K\(O) such that 
kEclP(Y-K), 
that is, 
ii = lim k’, k’ = &( .I’~ - p), Ai > 0, yi E Y, rt’ E K. 
As & # 0 we may assume that k’ E K\(O} E int K,. We now have 
a contradiction; hence cl P( Y - K) n K = (0 1. 
Now suppose that Yn K, # {O) for all cones K,; hence there is a 
sequence (k,] k, E YnK,, k,#O). Now define k: = k,/lk,l; then 
k:-,EEK with I&\= 1. Further k:=(1/1k,()(k,--O)EP(Y-K); hence 
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i; E cl P( Y- K) and therefore cl P(Y- K) n K # {O) and we are done. 
Denoting the set of properly efficient points of Y with respect to K by Y,,, 
and the set of efficient points of Y with respect to K, by Y, we therefore 
have: 
COROLLARY 1. YPRE = U, Y,. 
Denoting the set of points .1’ of Y with the property that 
(y + int K,)n Y= (01 by Y,.,, 
it is easy to see by inspection of the proof of Theorem 2 that the following 
does hold. 
COROLLARY 2. YPRE=Ur Y,.,. 
The interpretation of Theorem 2 is clear: a point is properly efficient in the 
sense of Benson if and only if it remains efftcient under a small perturbation 
of the cone K. By means of the device of K-approximating cones developed 
above, we will prove some other theorems. 
THEOREM 3. Let Y be such that Y-K is convex. Further. let 
then 
Y PRF = u ‘ck*)* 
k*cintKi’ 
Proof. Take an arbitrary family {K,} of K-approximating cones. Let 
YE YPRE; then (.1; + int K,) n Y = 0, for some cone K, . Applying Hahn and 
Banach’s separation theorem leads to the existence of a k,* E Kfr, kc* # 0 
such that kp(F+ k,) > k,*y, Vk, E K,, Vq’E Y. But K\(O) c int K,; hence 
k: E K*, even k: E int K*. as k$k, > 0, Vk, E int K,. and also P’E B(k$). 
Now take an arbitrary k* E int K* and an YE B(k*). Take, as in the proof 
of Theorem 1, a 6 > 0, define K(6) and Z?, as in that theorem. Take E > 0 
such that k”(y(6) + U(E)) > 0, VJJ(S) E K(d), VU(E) E U(E). Then we 
conjecture that 
(y+ intR,)n Y=0. 
This can be seen as follows. By construction of Z?, we have that k*k, > 0, 
Vk, E f?, , further k* # 0. Now suppose there is a point k, (5 int Z?, such that 
C-t k, E Y, then k*( y + k,) > k*y, a contradiction. Together with 
Corollary 2 this implies that j E Y,,, , and we are done. 
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We would like to remark that Theorem 3 actually is Theorem 4.2 from [ 3 1 
and Theorem 2 in [21. Our method of proof, however, is different. 
The following result generalizes Theorem 4.3 from 141. 
THEOREM 4. Let YsR” be such rhat OE Y. Ifsup(l~ 1 yE YnK} = 
+a, then YPRE = 0. 
ProqjI Suppose y* E YPRE, then for some i?,, where f?, is as in 
Theorem 1. we have that (J’ + I?,) n Y = {>I*}. Take an arbitrary 
k E K\(O}; then, as K\{O} G int RE, ,lk E y* + R, for 1 sufficiently large. 
Define I(k) = inf(L 1 Ak Ey* + RE} and I= sup@(k) 1 k E K(6)), where K(6) 
is as in Theorem 1. Suppose to the contrary that there is a sequence 
;I(k’) + +a3 for some sequence (k’} &K(6); then 
(,l(k’) - &> k’ -.I’* 4 Z?, 
for some 6 > 0. Hence 
but this contradicts the construction of Kc; hence 1 is finite, hence 
(2 -t 6)k E ~7” + I?, for all k E K(S), and all 6 > 0. As K(B) is compact, (see 
Theorem I) it follows that sup{ 1 klI k E K(6)} < 00; hence there is a number 
6 > 0 such that y E K and 1 J)( > 6 implies that )’ E .y* + Rc. Together with 
(.v* +R,)n I’= (IF*} this implies that sup()ylIyE YnK) < +03, and we 
are done. 
We would like to remark that Theorem 4 does hold for every norm 1.1 on 
R”, because all norms on R” are equivalent. Notice further that the main 
argument in the theorem above is easy and geometrical: For any J’ E K, there 
isa1>OsuchthatLyisin?,*+I?;,, regardless of the position of J*. 
The next result generalizes Corollary 3.2 from [4] and is implied by 
Theorem 4.1 from (5 1. 
THEOREM 5. Let YsR” be convex and Y-K closed. Zfsup{lgl\~E 
Yn K} = +m, rhen Y has no eSJicient points. 
Proof. The efficient points of Y are exactly those of Y- K. We denote 
these points by YE. Adapting a result of Arrow et al, 16 (see also IS, 
Theorem 5.51). and applying Theorem 3 we have that 
(Y-K) PRE G Y, E (Y- Wmi 
Further, sup(I~)I.vEYnK}=sup(lylI~~(Y-K)nK}=+~, as 
Yn K c (Y - K)n K; hence, applying Theorem 4, it follows that 
(Y- K),,, = 0, and therefore YE = 0, and we are done. 
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A CONNECTEDNESS RESULT 
The following result is due to Naccache (7 1. 
LEMMA 1. Let Y G R” be nonempty, compact and convex. Let l? E R” be 
a closed concex cone with nonempty interior. Then the set of efficient points 
of Y with respect to i? is a connected set. 
THEOREM 6. Let Y c R” be nonempty, compact and convex. Let K s R” 
be a closed convex cone such that K # R”, K # (0 }. Then Y,,, is connected. 
Proof From Corollary 1 to Theorem 2 we know that YpRE = U,, rCi Y,. 
Without loss of generality we may take .E such that Y;# 0; hence by the 
definition of K-approximating cones it follows that 0 Y, = Y; # 0. Now it 
follows from Lemma 1 and a result of Whyburn and Duda [8] that Y,,, is 
connected, and we are done. 
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